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intelligent Security Operations Center

Latitude NVMS

Longitude IPAC
Longitude IP Access Control (IPAC)

Latitude NVMS’s (Network Video Management System)
open architecture was designed on the latest .NET development platform and operates on Microsoft Windowsbased operating system. It is the first enterprise-class
solution to offer digital end-to-end monitoring and recording
of video, audio, and alarms for surveillance and security
applications, plus much more.
Latitude NVMS gives you all the tools you need to view,
capture, record, analyze, report, and store high quality
video and audio—anytime, anywhere.
The Latitude NVMS is designed to effectively integrate with
existing access control and CCTV equipment including
analog matrices, keyboards, and cameras to leverage and
protect legacy infrastructure and equipment investment.

Latitude Video Analytics

Longitude IP Access Control (IPAC) is an open platform,
enterprise level IP-based access control solution with
features that include alarm monitoring, graphical maps,
automation, reporting, photo ID badge creation, visitor
logging, and IP connectivity directly to the door with the
latest open source readers from the industry’s leading edge
manufacturers.
Like all DVTel software-based solutions, Longitude IPAC is
a multi-vendor software platform that works natively with
numerous popular brands of access control hardware
including access control panels and readers. Longitude
ensures freedom of choice—you are not locked into proprietary access control hardware.
Longitude IPAC provides a wide range of features,
unequaled reliability, unlimited scalability, and the best price
and performance in the industry.

Advanced Analysis of Video Content
The Latitude V6 Video Analytics solution is designed to
automatically detect threats and distribute in real time
intelligent alerts to the right personnel.

Audio Solutions

Altitude IP Camera

Multiple Tools for Voice over IP Management

Suite of Professional Grade Network Cameras

Audio routing between Control Center and edge devices.
Recording and monitoring of audio—both attached to the
video and separately.

Including DVTel’s Pro, Megapixel, and High Definition line
of IP Cameras. With Altitude, there is a solution for every
environment, every lighting situation, and every mounting
need.

intelligent Security Operations Center
The DVTel intelligent Security Operations Center (iSOC) V6
is an open standards, IP-based security management
platform that unites all aspects of physical security, and
provides intelligent feedback so users have the ability to
manage video, audio, data, access control, sensors, trend
analysis and alarm management functionality from a singular interface, regardless of the size or environment of the
physical security solution.
The iSOC V6 brings together network video management,
IP access control, video analytics, data mining, intrusion
detection, perimeter fence detection, building automation,
geographical mapping, radar tracking, and much, much
more. Together with DVTel's patent-pending Adaptive Visualization Technology (AVT™) for visual analytics, the iSOC
is the most flexible, easy to use, and feature rich 100% IP
solution on the market today.
iSOC V6 creates a common operational picture that
enables users to capture, manage, analyze, integrate, and
then act on previously unorganized and overly complex
data. Thus improving reaction time, enhancing operator
productivity and reducing corporate loss.
DVTel, first in IP Physical Security innovation, is going
beyond the typical security operations center to bring you
the dynamic workspace.

About DVTel
DVTel is ranked #1 in market share by industry analysts in
the Network Video Software market. With more than a
dozen awards for products and innovation, and multiple
patents, DVTel is both the pioneer and the dominant market
player in the creation, development, and delivery of Multisource Intelligence Systems (MSIM) over IP networks. Our
software-based solutions create superior value by providing our customers a unique level of freedom to focus on
what’s most important: their primary business goals.
DVTel’s unified solutions leverage existing network infrastructure while providing unmatched levels of flexibility,
scalability, and cost-effectiveness—all backed by superior
customer support.
DVTel continues to lead the industry transition from closed,
proprietary security systems to open, standards-based
platforms. We are the solution of choice for mission critical
and enterprise-level installations and our systems are
found in thousands of installations around the globe.

DVTel’s iSOC includes a growing family of DVTel system
modules, including Latitude Network Video Management
System; SceneTracker Video Stitching, incorporating our
patent-pending Adaptive Visualization Technology (AVT);
CaseBuilder Incident Reporting and Management System;
Longitude IP Access Control; and Mentor Agent Recording
and Training Software. These various modules are unique
to DVTel and continue to mature to ensure we meet the
growing demands of thousands of customers managing
hundreds of thousands IP devices worldwide.
iSOC is a unified, IP-based, open platform for multi-vendor
support and works with off the shelf computer, networking,
and storage hardware.
It supports many of the most popular brands of IP cameras,
encoders, access control readers and panels, and intercoms. With DVTel’s iSOC, you will never be locked into
proprietary hardware.
The intelligent Security Operations Center is networkbased and is easily scalable from one to thousands of IP
edge devices, making it a cost-effective solution for any
size installation.
iSOC’s redundant architecture supporting failover ensures
the most options for deploying a fault tolerant, mission
critical architecture to minimize any liability in case of failure
in hardware, software, network, or a multitude of other
factors.
iSOC is built around a distributed computing infrastructure
to fully support DVTel’s promise of 24/7 unconditional
recording, storage, and retrieval of data*.

What Is The Dynamic Workspace?
The iSOC platform and unique plug-in architecture allows
for customization to meet the specific needs of each
unique customer and installation. In today’s demanding
environments, focus on operational priorities is necessary
to quickly respond to security threats and breaches.
Situational awareness and agility can only be obtained
through a dynamic solution able to meld itself to your
specific operational challenges. The many modules available within the iSOC create more than just a unified management system – it is a virtual reality for everything the
security professional needs in a physical security solution.
The iSOC V6 dynamic workspace will allow specific users
within the organization to tailor their security operation
center to their specific objectives and allow immediate
intelligent action while reacting to a threat or situation.
**Based on use of recommended hardware.
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With thousands of installations worldwide, DVTel
has the most end-to-end IP based security surveillance systems deployed today.
From prisons to schools, airports to seaports, hospitals to casinos, government buildings to entire cities,
worldwide corporations to convenience stores - DVTel
has the solution that will fit your needs.
DVTel products have evolved based on the real-world
needs of our customers, including the need for openbased systems that are scalable, flexible and competitively priced.
No project is too big or too small, so we provide entry
level solutions that are simple to use along with enterprise systems that meet the requirements of the most
demanding projects.
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CaseBuilder

Latitude Mentor

CaseBuilder is an evidence and risk management tool
designed to work in real time, thus enabling a more efficient
tracking of incidents and events as they occur.

Mentor is an intelligence gathering tool which provides
insight into the operations and performance of system
users.

Incident Reporting & Management System

Agent Recording and Training Module

Beyond a “Product”
Professional Engineering Services

DVTel’s Professional Engineering Services (PES) Group provides
customization of and integration to the intelligent Security Operations Center (iSOC) platform, so that every DVTel solution can be
tailored to meet the requirements of the customer.
PES provides the following services:
- Integrations with 3rd party systems and devices
- Custom automation and operation

Beyond Physical Security
SceneTracker
Video Stitching Software

SceneTracker technology revolutionizes camera monitoring by providing a real-world, real-time perspective of
multiple camera images in a single integrated view.

Physical Security solutions aren’t just for video surveillance and
access control anymore.
Security is no longer just a cost center, it can be transformed into
a profit center by using that same video and access control
information to increase productivity, improve operations, and
support marketing efforts and human resources needs.

Beyond Expectations
The iSOC is an intelligent software platform that uses DVTel’s 4-A
rules:
The iSOC open platform acquires data from multiple sources,
administers the data so that it can be analyzed and then become
information to be acted upon.

